
C2G
45 Watt Stereo Audio Amplifier - Plenum Rated (TAA Compliant)
Part No. CG-40533

Save money, time and space with our plenum-rated audio amplifier.
Laboratory tested and verified, this unit can be installed directly in a
plenum air space without enclosing it in a separate plenum-safe box.
Its minimal size and weight allow for easy installation virtually
anywhere. With a simple design and 45 Watts RMS at 4 Ohms output,
this stereo amplifier provides excellent sound reinforcement in
classrooms, conference rooms, training centers, offices, restaurants
and other settings. Dual inputs (RCA stereo audio, 3.5mm stereo
audio) have separate gain control, ensuring the appropriate volume
for each connected device. The amplifier employs a quick-connect
phoenix connector for power and speakers, and also has short
circuit protection.

Input: Two RCA Female, One 3.5mm Stereo Female
Output: Four Phoenix

Features & BenefitsFeatures & Benefits

The audio amplifier can be installed directly in a plenum air
space without the need for a separate plenum-safe box, saving
money, time, and space.

Laboratory tested and verified: The unit has undergone
rigorous testing to ensure its quality and performance.

Compact and lightweight: The amplifier's minimal size and
weight make it easy to install virtually anywhere.

45 Watts RMS at 4 Ohms output: The amplifier provides
excellent sound reinforcement with a powerful output.

Dual inputs with separate gain control: The amplifier can
accommodate multiple devices and allows for individual volume
control for each connected device.

Versatile usage: The amplifier is suitable for various settings
such as classrooms, conference rooms, training centers,
offices, restaurants, and more.

Easy installation: The amplifier features a quick-connect
phoenix connector for power and speakers, making installation
quick and hassle-free.

Short circuit protection: The amplifier is equipped with short
circuit protection to prevent damage in case of a short
circuit.

SpecificationsSpecifications

General InfoGeneral Info

Product  LineProduct  Line C2G ColorColor Black

UPC NumberUPC Number 757120405337 Country Of OriginCountry Of Origin United States

Applicat ion SectorApplicat ion Sector Commercial, Residential Warranty TypeWarranty Type Lifetime

TypeType Amplifier

Technical InformationTechnical Information
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AmperageAmperage 4 A
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